Page 42
...radiant white Samantabhadra
should be
...radiant white Samantabhadri

Page 47
The Tibetan instruction for Thus having offered, snap the drum twice and put it down.

should read:

Page 84
For the instruction

Then, blowing the trumpet three times, roll the drum and with the melody from the Intermediate Sādhana, begin:
delete blowing the trumpet three times in both Tibetan and English to read:

Then, roll the drum and with the melody from the Intermediate Sādhana, begin:

Page 86
The second line of transliteration

should read:

Page 113
The transliteration line that reads

drowé dön du zhuk so deb
should read:

drowé dön du zhuk sol deb

Page 158
The last line of instruction in Tibetan should end with, and the da tim should be deleted from the author’s note at the bottom of the page which would then begin in Tibetan as:

and in English as: I, Rgyud chos yid Longdol....